Bavar-373 missile system more powerful than S-300

Continuation of Syrian Army advancements in Idlib and escape of terrorists

T he Syrian army continues the operation to liberate Idlib from terrorist groups with Russian support. But many are asking the question whether or not the Idlib liberation operation is easier or more difficult than the previous ones. Looking at the previous battles, it can be said that the battle of Idlib will be longer than those seen in previous operations of eastern Damascus and southern Syria, not the liberation battles around Aleppo and its eastern part. It will not be long before the Turkish army takes control of Muratag between Kafr Zita-Khan Sheikhoun and Lattakia. According to tunisian terrorism they fled the cities and towns of Idlim towards Damascus, while the army has not yet entered the area.

But what is remarkable about the Battle of Idlib is the full support of the Russians. Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov says: “Based on documents signed by Russian and Turkish Presidents Vladimir Putin and Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Sochi in September last year, our Turkish counterparts have made commitments to disarm armed groups. They went on to say that the ceasefires and talks between the parties prevented the situation and relations related to terrorist groups. Speaking to his French counterpart, Vladimir Putin said: “We support the Syrian government’s actions in Idlib and the fight against terrorism in Idlib will continue until its end.”

While media reports of Russian and Turkish forces clashing as Turkish forces move to Khan Sheikhoun and withdrew of Turkish airplanes, it is also said that Turkey insists on staying in Idlib and that the Russians are no longer waiting.

Traveller recommends potential tourists to visit Iran before a “big influx”

By Behrouz Dad

TEHRAN — Many tourists associate believing that Iran is still somewhat of a lesser-known destination for many avid globetrotters, saying the country, despite having enormous potential, has a long way to go to occupy a dominant position in the world tourism market.

There are many reasons behind that I don’t want to refer to but in a way to reflect the voices, perceptions, and opinions of travelers to the ancient land.

This time, I came across a welcoming Western traveler, named Ray Cook, a New Zealand native, who was checking luggage in his left-hand-drive Toyota Land Cruiser opposite Hally Hotel, which is next to the Tehran Times.

We soon started a friendly chat about his journey. I learned that Ray had driven overland from Singapore to Europe en route to his Land Cruiser, exploring over 80,000 miles.

He accepted with open arms to share his views and experiences on Iran leg of his adventure.

“I would recommend anybody who is thinking of travelling to Iran go before the big influx of tourists starts arriving here. This will soon become a popular place,” Ray said.

Here are the highlights of our conversation:

Please tell us about yourself and your globetrotting journey.

This trip of driving around the world in a specially fitted out Toyota Land Cruiser has been a bucket list of mine for a long time and planned it. I have been fortunate to be joined with my son Ryan on this leg of Iran with my adventure. I also have kind friends and family who join up with me at different locations around the world to also experience this amazing life of travel and have so far been to 30 different countries and driven over 80,000 miles so far.

As a professional traveler what is your assessment of tourism potential of Iran, particularly for European tourists? What are the strengths and weaknesses from your point of view?

In my opinion I feel that once the world has embraced Iran and travelling to Iran to travel there will be an influx of tourists from all over the world interested in this amazing destination that is so rich in history, natural nature, architecture, food, and most importantly its people. They are amazing.

Putin orders ‘exhaustive’ response to U.S. missile test

TEHRAN — The Russian Armed Forces will conduct a stress test against a new missile test, conducted by the US after clitching the landmark INF Treaty, and examine reciprocal measures. However, Moscow says it is not aiming for an arms race.

President Vladimir Putin has ordered the Defense Ministry and other bodies to “study the level of threat posed by these US actions and take exhaustive measures to prepare a symmetrical response.”

Putin was speaking just days after the US military test-fired a ground version of Tomahawk cruise missiles that travelled about 600 miles (930 kilometers) before hitting a mock target.

The weapon, fired from a universal Mi-28 launch system in California, was banned under the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty which the US formally withdrew from on August 2.

According to RT, Washington “vehemently denied the possibility of a sea-based Tomahawk missile being fired from the ground-based MiG-41.” Putin said, “Now, one cannot deny a breach of the now defunct treaty, he added.

In recent years, Russia has consistently voiced concerns over US missile systems stationed in countries such as Poland, which is used for offensive purposes. Moscow became increasingly anxious about those types of launchers, but Washington has always turned a deaf ear to these remarks.

On Sunday, the US Department of Defense tested a modified Navy Tomahawk cruise missile off the coast of California. The Pentagon said it “accurately impacted its target.” It was “more than 300 miles — a distance that would have breached the limits established by the now abolished INF treaty.”

A senior Trump administration official told reporters that the country was “very concerned” the United States would “test a weapon system in the coming weeks. It’s a very sensitive issue because it goes beyond reality and the measures will not be effective.

Mazandaran winners of cable ski championship

Mazandaran province claimed the title of the Iran’s Cable Ski Championship on Thursday. The tournament was held in Ardakan Lake in Nowshahr, in the northern province of Mazandaran.

The event brought 22 skiers together in the lake. The top three skiers will be invited to the national team.

Cable skiing is a way to water ski (or wakeboard), in which the skier’s rope and handle are pulled by an electrically driven cable, whereas traditionally a water skiier is pulled by a motorboat.

Tender of purchasing 200 tons of watermarked papers with the emblem of State Printing Office of Iran (Mould)
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I am worried by threats to JCPOA: Ban Ki-moon

Trump administration ruled out of hope for future talks: Larjani

Iran makes advanced laser cannons

Zarif calls talks with Macron on nuclear deal ‘constructive’
Ex-Australian Department of Defense secretary: Incumbent of White House should not decide for our foreign policy

Paul Barrett says the ANZUS alliance creates no obligation for us to support foolish and illegal acts by the U.S.

The U.S. should be joining U.S. and its allies against Iran, calling U.S. President Donald Trump’s action against Iran.

Barrett, who currently is the president of the Australia War Powers Foundation and an adjunct professor in the School of Politics and Economics at the University of New England, says it is Trump that has sent an aircraft carrier strike group, a Patriot missile battery to the Middle East.

By Australians, not by the incumbent of the U.S. White House who has trashed one of the best examples in recent years of what diplomacy can achieve,” Barratt wrote in a commentary in the Sydney Morning Herald on Friday.

"Iran has always been in peace with this bravery."

Barrett said, adding that if there were no sanctions, Iran might have spent a lot of its career in pursuing terrorism through unpredictable violence against governments for the sake of dominance of the devils, a hollow definition about terrorism.

"Let’s be clear: the destabilizing behavior was in fact initiated by the U.S. and its allies, seeking to turn the Iranian nation’s impressive defenses against the global imperial approaches into a lesson in turning facts upside down. Morton noted with concern.

Foreign presence in Persian Gulf detrimental to regional security: IRGC chief

"This international day reminds us that no matter how long an attack happened, victims continue to struggle with its pain.

"For the martyrs, who were killed innocently for defending the Islamic establishment are hallowed high positions by God.

"No country or coalition of countries would be able to maintain this security in region unless the United States of America is no longer a Taliban." General Salami said.
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Iran to transfer capital market knowledge to Iraq

**ECONOMY TEHRAN** A group of representatives from Iranian and Iraqi capital markets are set to cooperate in a joint project in which the Iranian side is going to share its knowledge and experience in this field with the Iraqi counterpart, the portal of Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) reported. According to Ali Asghar Nasirzadeh, head of the Iran and Iraq Export Development Organization (SIPO), the Iraqi side is looking for new foreign capital and is ready to cooperate with Iran in this regard.

Iranian and Iraqi capital markets are set to cooperate in a joint project in which the Iranian side is going to share its knowledge and experience in this field with the Iraqi counterpart, the portal of Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) reported. According to Ali Asghar Nasirzadeh, head of the Iran and Iraq Export Development Organization (SIPO), the Iraqi side is looking for new foreign capital and is ready to cooperate with Iran in this regard.

There will be two working groups, one from the Iranian capital market and one on the Iraqi side. They will work on mutual projects and, according to Amirkorsh, the vice-chairman for international and foreign affairs, Bahador Bijani, the vice-chairman for international and foreign affairs, the portal of Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) reported. According to Ali Asghar Nasirzadeh, head of the Iran and Iraq Export Development Organization (SIPO), the Iraqi side is looking for new foreign capital and is ready to cooperate with Iran in this regard.

In these projects, SEO is going to help the Iraqi side in the financing structure, he added. The official noted that in addition to the mentioned two working groups, the cooperation is also going to be inaugurated on the issue of standardization and safety improvement projects.

**ECONOMY TEHRAN** Some 25 airport projects in the next month will be inaugurated in different airports across Iran on the occasion of the Government Week (August 24-30), IRNA reported on Friday, quoting an airport officer as saying.

According to Siasash Animirkani, the head of Iran Airport Company (IAC), over 1.1 trillion rials (about $8.98 million) has been invested for the mentioned 25 airport projects. Ardashir, Ispahan, Tabiat, Mashhad, Mehrabad, Oroumieh, Shahroud, Bushroa and Zanjan airports are among the airports in which the mentioned projects will be inaugurated, according to Animirkani.

The official noted that in addition to the mentioned 25 airport projects, standardization and safety improvement projects are also going to be inaugurated on the issue of the Iranian capital market and one on the Iraqi side. They will work on mutual projects.

The official noted that in addition to the mentioned two working groups, the cooperation is also going to be inaugurated on the issue of standardization and safety improvement projects.

Ispahan, Tabiat, Mashhad, Mehrabad, Oroumieh, Shahroud, Bushroa and Zanjan airports are among the airports in which the mentioned projects will be inaugurated, according to Animirkani.

The official noted that in addition to the mentioned 25 airport projects, standardization and safety improvement projects are also going to be inaugurated on the issue of standardization and safety improvement projects.

The official noted that in addition to the mentioned 25 airport projects, standardization and safety improvement projects are also going to be inaugurated on the issue of standardization and safety improvement projects.

On June 15, the official had announced that the country’s annual crude steel production is planned to reach 25 million tons in the current Iranian calendar year. He put Iran’s crude steel production at 25 million tons in the past year.

Sarqini had also announced that Iran will inaugurate steel projects with the capacity of at least 10 million tons during the current Iranian calendar year.

**ECONOMY TEHRAN** – Iran’s major steel producers exported 2.241 million tons of steel during the four-month period from March 21 to July 22, ISIRKA reported.

The country’s steel exports in the mentioned four months fell 12 percent compared to the same period last year. Meanwhile, the country’s crude steel production in the mentioned time span rose by 7.5 percent to exceed 8 million tons.

Iran’s crude steel production stood at 7.518 million tons in the past year’s same time span.

Last month, Iranian Mines and Mining Industries Development and Renovation Organization (IMIDRO) reported that the exports of steel products rose 20 percent during the first quarter of current Iranian calendar year (March 21-June 21) compared to the first quarter of the previous year.

As reported, the country exported 7.986 million tons of steel products during the three-month period of this year. IMIDRO also put the export of steel inputs at 1.442 million tons in the first quarter of current year, falling 23 percent from 1.894 million tons in the same time span of the past year.

In a press conference on June 8, Iranian deputy industry, mining and trade minister said the ministry has taken necessary measures to maintain the country’s metal exports despite U.S. sanctions.
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Thermal power output up nearly 9GW in 6 years

The oil market is facing a near-term supply deficit, despite the ongoing growth in the global economy and stagnant oil demand. At the same time, the market is poised for a major surplus next year.

According to oilprice.com, the combination of the OPEC+ cuts, and a slowdown in U.S. shale has helped to tighten up balances. The second half of 2019 could show a rather significant pace of inventory drawdowns, erasing some of the glut. In fact, the degree of uncertainty and risk to global oil supplies is staggering, and the sheer number and volume of potential oil outages around the world could amount to more than 5 million barrels a day by the end of the year.

The U.S. oil inventories fell in the latest EIA release, which seemed to offer some small evidence backing up the notion that the market is in a deficit and will continue to draw down inventories. However, the bullish impact was offset by an increase in gasoline stocks. The inventory report was tarnished by unexpected increases in oil product stocks: gasoline stocks rose by 2.6 million barrels, while distillate stocks rose by 2.6 million barrels and jet fuel by 1.9 million barrels.

The U.S. Department of Energy's EIA on Wednesday slashed its estimate for the number of barrels per day (bpd) offline in Venezuela to about 900,000 bpd from the previous 1.2 million. The report also cut its estimate for the number of barrels per day offline in Iran to 500,000 from 600,000.

**Non-OPEC production growth**

Non-OPEC production growth, which is expected to average 1.8 million bpd in 2019, is well above forecasts made just six months ago. The International Energy Agency (IEA) forecasted a 1.1 million bpd growth for 2019, while the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) projected a 1.6 million bpd growth for 2019.

The IEA and EIA forecasts are based on the assumption that oil prices will remain stable and that there will be no significant changes in OPEC+ production levels. However, the recent developments in the oil market indicate that these assumptions may not hold true.

**LNG upends Europe’s gas market**

Low liquefied natural gas (LNG) spot prices amid abundant supplies havepushed European LNG imports to 60 billion cubic meters (bcm) in 2018, enough to fill Europe’s 60 bcm storage capacity by mid-year.

Natural gas prices in Europe dropped to a ten-year low earlier this week, with the Henry Hub gas futures contract trading below $2 per million British thermal units (BTU).

With the lowest natural gas prices in a decade, storage tanks in many European countries are higher than the five-year average. This has prompted some countries to rethink their strategy of shipping LNG cargoes to Europe, potentially waiting for funding opportunities when the winter season approaches and prices rise.

Yet, with storage fuller than usual for this time of the year, the question remains how much of the global LNG supply Europe can take in ahead of the northern hemisphere’s winter heating season. Bloomberg’s Anna Shiri就此写道。

LNG, as a result, has become a key choice for European energy suppliers to fill up their storage tanks and hedge against potential price spikes during the peak winter months.

“Europe’s gas storage capacity is at its highest level in years, but LNG imports have been limited due to low gas prices, which have kept customers from filling up their storage facilities,” said Michael Lee, a senior analyst at Bloomberg Intelligence.

Europe’s gas storage capacity is at its highest level in years, but LNG imports have been limited due to low gas prices, which have kept customers from filling up their storage facilities. This has left European countries relying more on spot LNG to meet their gas needs.

“LNG’s share of natural gas imported into Western and Central Europe has increased from 28% in 2015 to 33% in 2018, and even higher in 2019,” Lee said.

European countries have turned to LNG as a way to diversify their energy mix and reduce their dependence on Russian gas. But with gas prices at multi-year lows, European companies have been more willing to import LNG.

The combination of low gas prices and abundant supplies has also led to a surge in LNG imports to Europe, with shipments from Qatar, Australia, and the U.S. leading the way.

**GSRs in South Korea collaboration**

German shipping service company Global Renewable Shipbrokers (GRS) has announced the start of a strategic partnership with South Korea’s Samho Heavy Industries Co. to develop and manage a fleet of LNG bunker vessels.

As stated by Ogilviship.com, the shipping line for offshore transport services in South Korea has teamed up with the GRS to provide project development of offshore wind farm projects in the UK and Europe.

“With the current global trend of increasing wind energy demand, the two companies agreed to form a strategic partnership to develop and operate offshore wind farm projects in the UK and Europe,” GRS said in a statement.

The partnership will focus on the development and operation of offshore wind farms in the UK and Europe, where GRS has a strong presence in the offshore wind market. The two companies will collaborate on the development and operation of the offshore wind farm projects, leveraging GRS’s expertise in offshore transport and logistics, and Samho Heavy Industries’ experience in shipbuilding and offshore energy.

By Tsvetana Paraskova
What do the new polls say? Diminish public trust in Iran

BY SCOTT JANISH

TEHRAN — Polls released in the United States in recent days indicate a decline in public confidence in both the United States and Iran. A majority of Americans are concerned about the current economic conditions, and the US government's approval rating is now down to 43%. Trump's approval rating remains relatively stable despite the economic conditions. Remarkably, Trump has lost his former 45% approval rating, which was based on his handling of the US economy. The polls show Trump's economic popularity is also on the decline.

The Pew Poll’s public view on the economic conditions in the US is dramatically down from 43% in June 2019 to 18% in March 2022. A majority (56%) say they expect economic conditions to become worse in the next year, and 43% of Americans say they are worse now than they were a year ago.

The decline appears with April coming along with more whites (down 7 points), but also with non-whites (down 13 points), and with independents (down 14 points). Trump's approval rating is down significantly, with only 37% approving of how he is handling the economy. Trump's approval rating is now down to 43%.

Trump’s approval is down largely among whites (down 9 points) and among independents (down 11 points) but up compared with polling after the large anti-Trump protests in the US last year.

The decrease in Trump's approval rating is also largely among whites (down 9 points) and among independents (down 11 points) but up compared with polling after the large anti-Trump protests in the US last year.

The decline in Trump’s approval rating is largely among non-whites (down 18%) but also among whites (down 9%). Trump's approval rating is now down to 43%.

The decline appears with April coming along with more whites (down 7 points), but also with non-whites (down 13 points), and with independents (down 14 points). Trump's approval rating is down significantly, with only 37% approving of how he is handling the economy. Trump's approval rating is now down to 43%.

The new survey conducted by OH Predictive in Arizona, shows Biden leading President Donald Trump in Arizona by 14 points. The survey shows Biden leading Trump by 52% to 38%. Trump’s approval rating in Arizona is now down to 43%. Trump's approval rating is now down to 43%.
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Amina Taylor: Theresa May's first victim of Brexit

TEHRAN (FNA) — Amina Taylor, journalist, says the UK conservative government was not ready for Brexit and did not think of the details at the initial steps. Speaking to FNA in an exclusive interview, Mrs. Taylor said, “The initial condition is a legitimate dialog on a clear platform which is not thought of the details at the initial steps, including the Guardian. Below is the full text of the interview:

A: The failure of Theresa May to deliver Brexit has fracked British politics in a way that I fear it may take a generation or more to recover from. Mrs. May did not have enough time to take the control of the situation, at any costs. The regime wants to send a strong message to the people in Bahrain that if they take to the streets, they will be smashed. The regime uses such harsh verdicts to threaten the Bahrainis to death… They make promises that they do not have the ability to deliver. They are reluctant to negotiate in a way that benefits many, and not just a few. Theresa May was always having this tendency. As the called the election, and unfortunately missed the mood of the people, while she could have avoided the result and the failure of Theresa’s government to deliver Brexit, that kept Brexit away from successful delivery!

Mrs. May failed to deliver Brexit. How has this failure affected the nation?
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B: Mrs. May’s supply of confidence arrangement with the DUP has been a particularly nasty form of politics, where the tail is wagging the dog, for the people who have been described as being party to some of the nasty elements of society in terms of how they see multiculturalism, the way in which they deal with things. They are reluctant to negotiate in a way that benefits many, and not just a few. Theresa May was always having this tendency. As the called the election, and unfortunately missed the mood of the people, while she could have avoided the result and the failure of Theresa’s government to deliver Brexit, that kept Brexit away from successful delivery!
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### Apartment

- **Duplex Villa in Niavaran**
  - 600 sq.m land, 700 sq.m built up, 5 Bdr.s, furn, terrace garden, outdoor swimming pool, parking.
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

- **Villa in Darband**
  - 2000 sq.m land, 4 Bdr.s, unfurn, outdoor swimming 3 balconies, green garden, 4 parking spots.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Villa in North Kamranieh**
  - 750 sq.m land, 500 sq.m built up, unfurn, servant quarter, 2 parking spots.
  - Price: negotiable
  - Ms.Sara: 09128440156

- **Duplex Villa in Fereyshet**
  - 500 sq.m, 6 Bdr.s, unfurn outdoor swimming pool, yard, parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Villa in Aqdasieh**
  - 750 sq.m land, 500 sq.m built up, 5 Bdr.s, nice garden indoor swimming pool, sauna 3 parking spots.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Villa in Eshlah**
  - 800 sq.m land, 600 sq.m built up, 10 Bdr.s, unfurn outdoor swimming pool, yard 4 parking spots.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

### Villa

- **Duplex Villa in Niavaran**
  - 600 sq.m land, 700 sq.m built up, 5 Bdr.s, furn, terrace garden, outdoor swimming pool, parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Building & Office**
  - Apt in Mahmodood 3 floors, one apt 90 sq.m with 1 Bdr, 3 apt 170 sq.m with 3 Bdr.s, unfurn, equipped kitchen, elevator, lobby, parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Whole Building in South Qeytari**
  - 6 floors, 1500 sq.m totally 27 Bdr.s, unfurn, elevator 16 parking spots.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Whole Building in South Kamranieh**
  - 20 apt, 216 sq.m to 204 sq.m 70 Bdr.s, totally, spj, gym industrial kitchen, restaurant driver’s room, security system 20 parking spots.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Office in North Shirazi**
  - Administrative office license 6 floors, 6 units each unit 120 sq.m flat 5 parking spots.
  - Ms/Sara: 09128103207

- **Nice Office in Mirdamad**
  - 2nd floor, 90 sq.m, 1 Bdr., storage, parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Whole building in Jordan**
  - Administrative office license brand new, 6 floors, 6 units garage 6 parking spots.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Apt in Jordan**
  - 5th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, furn, equipped kitchen balcony, spj, storage, parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Office in Sheshak Bahayi**
  - Brand new, 5th floor, 98 sq.m 3 Bdr.s, 2 parking spots.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128103207

- **Apt in Evin**
  - 300 sq.m, 3 Bdr., unfurn, spj elevator, 50 sq.m terrace storage, parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Apt in Velenjak**
  - 1st floor, 95 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, spiral stairs, parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

- **Apt in Fereyshet**
  - 85 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, furn, spj, tennis court, elevator parking.
  - Ms/Shavan: 09128440156

### Ideal Offers

- **Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan Football Club (KFC)**

---

**Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan Football Club (KFC)**

Tel: 021-430 51 450

**Advertising Dept**

---

**Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan Football Club (KFC)**

Tel: 021-430 51 450

**Advertising Dept**
An icy ocean world in our solar system may hold the key to understanding of our cosmic origin, researchers report in the paper.

One possibility was that exposure to radiation in space might cause the microbiome shift. Jiang found multiple Earth-based samples from rodent experiments into the same multi-dimensional space. Then users can more readily see patterns where different types of microbiomes shift. However, more work is needed to confirm these findings, but it shows the potential of comparing spaceflight data to data collected from Earth-based experiments and analyzing trends in the microbiome to understand the effects of spaceflight.
Traveler recommends potential tourists to visit Iran before a “big influx”

The big strength to Iran is that travelers are always looking for new and exciting destinations to visit.

Were you ever discouraged by family or friends when you first revealed your plans to travel to Iran? How did your precautions change after visiting the country?

From the time myself and my son Ryan entered Iran at the border from Turkey with the assistance of my Iranian guide Mr. Hosein Ravanvar of Iran Overland my perceptions have excited me. In fact, it was my birthday day that I entered Iran and Mr. Hosein Ravanvar surprised me by inviting me to his daughter’s house where she had prepared a surprise birthday lunch even with a birthday cake. This was so hospitable of them.

Laviano also attributes increased air travel between the two countries to being the direct result of being behind the unrest, warning foreign governments against retaliating against the situation.

Since the 5th century, the House of the Virgin Mary, located within what was once the estuary of the River Ephesus, has been a domed cruciform chapel seven kilometers from Ephesus, and not to forget your helpful and friendly people wherever I have ever visited so far.

Ray Cook and his son Ryan glance at a copy of the Tehran Times on August 29, 2019.

Ray Cook is seen in his Land Cruiser opposite the Tehran Times headquarters in downtown Tehran, August 28, 2019.

Ancient skeletons with alien-like heads unearthed in Croatia

Archaeologists have unearthed three ancient skeletons in Croatia—remains that researchers said were artificially deformed skulls. Each of these skulls had been melded into a different shape, and the practice of cranial deformation from Europe to understand this phenomenon.

In this case, archaeologists found these three skeletons in a burial pit in Croatia’s famous archeological site in 2013. Between 2014 and 2017, they analyzed a burial pit in Croatia’s Hermanov vinograd archeological site in 2013. Between 2014 and 2017, they analyzed the remains of the “Seven Wonders of the World,” which drew pilgrims from all around the Mediterranean.

A walk through Jameh Mosque of Hamedan

The mosque, which is a national cultural heritage, has a double-shell dome, decorated with colorful glazed tiles, it comprises of two areas for communal prayers, a brick dome, and a relatively vast courtyard with a huge pool in the center.

The lack of crowds of foreign tourist as I have found in other countries which are over popular, it is almost for free to visit here compared to other Western countries. This is a wonderful and safe place to visit, so this alleviated my concerns. I can say there is no reason to be concerned about Iran.

The boy who was of near-Eastern ancestry had a circular-shaped skull. Ancient cultures had different reasons for the practice, from indicating social status to creating an object to view the inside of an object such as a skull. Their analysis revealed that the skulls were all around 2,000 years old on ancient China, but it’s unclear if the practice started from there or it emerged independently in different parts of the world, according to a previous Live Science report.

In this case, archaeologists found these three skeletons in a burial pit in Croatia’s famous archeological site in 2013. Between 2014 and 2017, they analyzed the remains of the “Seven Wonders of the World,” which drew pilgrims from all around the Mediterranean.
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Some studies have identified links between sleep and the occurrence of apnea. A recent study revealed that rates of cancer are higher among females who sleep less than eight hours per night. New research finds that women with a severe form of sleep apnea are five times more likely to receive a diagnosis compared to men.

The recent study, which features in the European Respiratory Journal, analyzed data from 50,000 women in Sweden. About 24% of the participants also had a diagnosis of cancer in their medical history. The study, published in the European Respiratory Journal, shows that women with severe sleep apnea have a higher risk of cancer than men.

One possible explanation for this link is that sleep apnea is associated with inflammation, which has been linked to the development of cancer. Inflammation can lead to oxidative stress, which is thought to play a role in the progression of cancer.

Researchers propose that screening for and treating sleep apnea may help reduce the risk of cancer. By improving sleep quality and reducing inflammation, these interventions could help prevent the onset of cancer in women. Further research is needed to clarify the relationship between sleep apnea and cancer, and to explore potential prevention strategies.
Hurricanes help aggressive spiders spread, study finds

Aggressive spider colonies are more likely to survive and reproduce after hurricanes than more docile ones, according to new research.

Scientists studied colonies of Anelosimus studiosus, known as the comb-footed spider or‘turf web spider’, which live throughout North and South America.

The study suggests the increase in extreme weather events will have a positive impact on the spread of these aggressive spiders.

Researchers looked at colonies in the Gulf and Atlantic coast of the US, an area which is prone to hurricanes.

They divided the spider colonies into two groups of inherited personality profiles - docile and aggressive.

The aggression of a colony is determined by the sperm and eggs it inherits from their parents - some adults are programmed through their genes, while others are more prone to fighting because they inherited aggressive traits from their parents.

After the hurricane, they went to the site 48 hours after the hurricane to see if the aggressive colony survived and if they had survived which colonies had survived and then on two later occasions to produce after hurricanes than more docile ones, according to researchers from McMaster University in Ontario, Canada.

The study suggests the increase in extreme weather events will have a positive impact on the spread of these aggressive spiders.

The study also has potential implications for non-human animals.

“For non-human animals, the ecological and evolutionary impacts of these storms will be significant and could influence the survival and ability to reproduce,” researchers from the study said.

Researchers sampled 240 colonies throughout the region and compared them to control sites, according to the study, published in Nature, Ecology & Evolution.

They found colonies produced more eggs and had more spiderlings survive in the aggressive group, and that the offspring of the aggressive colonies had higher survival rates than the docile ones, which they observed for 2 years.

“Aggression is passed down through generations in these spiders,” researchers from the study said.
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U.S. Patriot failing against Yemeni drones: UAE report

TEHRAN — Saudi Arabia has failed to repel Yemen’s retaliatory drone strikes despite relying on the U.S. Patriot air defense system, a report according to a U.S. intelligence report.

The report comes amid a series of unclaimed strikes in the past month targeting Saudi Arabia in the wake of the U.S.-pro-government Popular Mobilization Union (PMU) operations, known as Hashd al-Sha’abi.

A senior U.S. official said that American negotiator “Zal” was “informed” that “perhaps” the reason for the Patriot failure was a lack of coordination between the U.S. and Saudi Arabia.

In a notable instance, Hashd al-Sha’abi announced it had shot down unidentified spy drone over capital Baghdad.

The report noted that by January, Yemeni drones were able to launch attacks on key targets in the U.S. military base in Jazan, Saudi Arabia.

South Korea to scrap intelligence-sharing pact with Japan amid dispute over history

TEHRAN — South Korea on Thursday confirmed a report by the South Korean newspaper The Korea Times that Seoul had decided to scrap an intelligence-sharing pact with Japan.

The move came amid a dispute over historical issues, including a long-running row over Japan’s occupation of Korea.

Critics in South Korea have accused Japan of failing to address past wrongs, including forced labor during World War II.

North Korea has fired a series of short-range missiles in recent weeks in protest against U.S.-led peace talks and the adoption of new weapons, complicating the resumption of the talks, Reuters reported.

Ghani says Afghanistan will survive after U.S. troop withdrawal

Ghani said Afghanistan will survive after U.S. troop withdrawal

Ghani further said that peace talks had been made with the Taliban and that the Taliban had agreed to a ceasefire in Afghanistan.

The Taliban, however, has yet to announce any withdrawal of its forces from Afghanistan.

Continuation of Syrian Army advances in Idlib and escape of terrorists

Continuation of Syrian Army advances in Idlib and escape of terrorists

It is clear that Russia and Syria have been hampered by the actions of Turkey and the Taliban in the case of several groups that have been formed to the east of the city of Idlib under the leadership of Falah al-Akhda, written Arab analyst Ahmad Amin Awartani, an Arab analyst.

The report comes amid a series of unclaimed strikes in the past month targeting Saudi Arabia in the wake of the U.S.-pro-government Popular Mobilization Union (PMU) operations, known as Hashd al-Sha’abi.

Ramping up the Pressure won’t Weaken Hezbollah

Since its emergence, Hezbollah’s soft fundraising is intended to guarantee the movement’s future independence and prevent it from becoming a failed state.

Undeniably, Iran and Syria are not only believed to fund Hezbollah, but also have access to weapons and advanced technology.

The report comes amid a series of unclaimed strikes in the past month targeting Saudi Arabia in the wake of the U.S.-pro-government Popular Mobilization Union (PMU) operations, known as Hashd al-Sha’abi.

The report comes amid a series of unclaimed strikes in the past month targeting Saudi Arabia in the wake of the U.S.-pro-government Popular Mobilization Union (PMU) operations, known as Hashd al-Sha’abi.

Former Iraqi PM warns Israel of ‘strong response’

Former Iraqi PM warns Israel of ‘strong response’

He said the remaining number of forces “will support the remaining number of forces in Iraq and in Syria.”

The combined push, reinforced by Iraq’s intelligence assessment also slammed the Iraqi and Russian military in retaliatory attacks against the American forces not only in Iraq but also in Syria, with militias loyal to Iran.

The PMU was formed after the 2003 U.S.-led anti-terrorism forces were killed in the deadly airstrike.

The total toll from the drone attacks is now reportedly at least 100,000, with the majority of civilians.

North Korea has fired a series of short-range missiles in recent weeks in protest against U.S.-led peace talks and the adoption of new weapons, complicating the resumption of the talks, Reuters reported.
Anderlecht coach Kompany takes on new match-day role

Vincent Kompany’s role as Anderlecht player coach has been changed and he will no longer have a decision-making position on match day. He can concentrate on playing, the Belgian club said on Thursday.

The 42-year-old former Belgium captain, who joined Anderlecht in January 2019 as assistant coach, has been appointed to a new match-day role.

Kompany has led Anderlecht to the Belgian championship since last year and has helped them qualify for the Europa League.

The change has been made ahead of Friday’s trip to champions Genk.

Anderlecht’s kids have struggled but the former Belgium defender says the young team can improve.

Kompany’s kids have struggled but the former Belgium coach has high hopes for them.

Detroit, who has started his playing career at Manchester United, has been part of the development squad at Anderlecht for the past two years.

Davies, who had been on City’s coaching staff from 2013, will now handle the development squad and youth teams.

Davies was part of City’s coaching staff for five years and has been part of the development squad since 2013.

Kompany returned, after more than a decade at City, to his former club at the start of the season from Manchester City.

Davies, who started his playing career at Manchester United, has been on City’s coaching staff since 2013.

Kompany is expected to be a key part of Anderlecht’s promotion bid this season.

The Belgian club is currently third in the standings, six points behind leaders Genk.
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Tokyo 2020: Tickets go on sale in Japan

Tickets for the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics have gone on sale with organizers looking to attract a family audience to next year’s Games.

Residents from Japan have until 11:59am (local time) on 9 September 2019 to participate in the lottery for the initial offering of Paralympic tickets.

International spectators are invited to register for tickets to the Games from the IPC Global Authority Ticket Reseller (ATR) or other designated ATR within their countries of residence.

Tickets for all sports events are being offered at affordable prices. Seats at competitive prices are priced from ¥500 to ¥100,000 and will cost no more than ¥10,000. (Source: Tokyo 2020)
“A House for You” named best doc at Iran Cinema Celebration

Iranian photographer Mahbubeh Farajollahi wins award at Armenian Intl. Photo Festival

Tehran Symphony Orchestra to perform pieces from MIKTA countries

Mexican, Dutch experts to hold workshops at Marivan theater festival

“Breathing”, “Azadeh” from Iran honored at Argentine festival